Asset Management 360
Connect to the Real Asset World
Asset Management (AM) 360 is a totally integrated commercial
off the shelf (COTS) asset management solution that
delivers end-to-end asset coverage across planning,
acquisition, tracking, management, redeployment,
utilization and disposal functions, ultimately optimizing

SMART | AM360

equipment investment for Corporate Clients, Federal Agencies,
and Government Contractors.
AM 360, a true enterprise asset management system, directly connects all your
physical operations - engineering, R&D, manufacturing, office and field - with
your ERP/Financial Systems.
►

Provides better accountability at lower cost by tapping into daily asset transactions such

►

as calibration, maintenance, and moves to keep your financial records absolutely current
Reduces capital replacement expenditures through more effective acquisition screening
which makes better use of the assets you already own

►

►

►

Enables rapid response redeployment of assets as products and missions change, vastly
improving utilization and product support
Eliminates the waste in maintaining hidden information silos, non-compliant spreadsheets, and desktop tracking systems
Connects all your key users worldwide through the latest web technology, security, and
Cloud Computing

Call us at 1.800.755.3968
Do More with Less.
Now That’s SMART!

26707 Agoura Road, Suite 201, Calabasas, CA 91302 USA 1.800.755.3968 info@assetsmart.com

Asset Management 360
The Results
Asset Management 360 is a unique global asset
management solution that provides total visibility
across the enterprise resulting in increased return
on assets and reduced capital expenditures.
► Enterprise asset visibility results in capital
appropriation reductions of up to 20% per year
► Improves return on assets, asset utilization,
ROI and accelerates cash flow through true
asset lifecycle management and operational
efficiencies
► Compliance with corporate/government standards and simplified agency reporting avoids
negative audit consequences
► COTS software allows for rapid deployment
and does not require costly customization
Product Capabilities
AM 360 is fully modularized to provide an optimum
solution for each client’s unique requirements and
includes the following major modules:
►
Property and Equipment Management
SMART | PEMS
►
Mobile Asset Tracking
SMART | AMIIX
►
Enterprise Cataloging System
SMART | ENCATS
►
Calibration/Maintenance System
SMART | CMS
AssetSmart offers additional modules addressing
the needs of planning, budgeting and ordering,
tools, materials and spares management, billing,
UID, allowing companies to cost-effectively select
the modules that meet their business needs.
Property and Equipment Management System
SMART | PEMS
► Proven asset tracking and reporting system
used by 4 of the top 6 defense contractors
► Supports company, government, customer
leased, special tooling, IT, laboratory, office,
test and manufacturing equipment
► Meets FAR contract property reporting
requirements —DoD UID, compliance auto
mated SF1428, DD1149, and NASA 1018
reporting; and PCARSS file generation.

Mobile Asset Tracking
SMART | AMIIX
►
A fully integrated mobile computer barcode
solution that enables the automated collection
of inventory and utilization data, and performs
field transactions such as asset receipts, shipments, moves, warehouse checkouts and returns
►
Supports pre-loaded, blind scans, inventory by
exception as well as the option to preview and
approve results during the upload process
►
Compatible with both Oracle and SQL Server
and runs on 100% Microsoft Technology
Enterprise Cataloging System
SMART | ENCATS
► Uniformly standardizes equipment descriptions
to provide a common asset tracking language
across all users, including the ERP accounting
system, to better cross-utilize technology and
manufacturing assets
► Uncovers 20% or more of ones asset records
that are hidden from view due to incorrect, incomplete or missing descriptive attributes
► Search capability for equipment by performance
specifications, a vital tool in daily redeployment
and acquisition screening

Calibration/Maintenance System
SMART | CMS
► A powerful calibration maintenance,
repair, PM and work scheduling system
that provides real-time visibility for
metrology departments and end users
► Online reverse traceability search, failure
analysis, multi-parameter backlog query,
electronic procedures, and measurement
readings capture with automatic flagging
of out-of-tolerance data
► Meets or exceeds compliance with ANSI/
NCSL Z540, ISO 9000 and 17025, and
FDA 21 CFR Part 11
The Company
AssetSmart is comprised of expert Asset
Management Professionals that have been
delivering corporate asset and government
property management solutions for over 35
years. Founded in 1971, AssetSmart by
PMSC continues to provide industry leading
asset management solutions for the Global
2000, space, defense, communications, electronics and manufacturing companies as well
as major government facilities. We pride ourselves on being customer centric, by including
offerings such as Help Desk, implementation
assistance, data cleanup, customization, and
training services.

